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As an important part of UniversityManagement,Enterprise Logistics 
Management System transfers file through network，turns workflow into electronic 
information flow, and realizes the addressee originator of administrative affairs issued 
by marking the paperless. With the social procedure organization, document transfer 
system is playing a more and more important role. In order to further optimize the 
environment of economic development, to raise work efficiency service level and 
market competition, and to promote digitization construction, Nanchang Hangkong 
University developed the Enterprise Logistics Management System. 
In this thesis, on the basic of the real requirements of Nanchang Hangkong 
University, the thesis represents the solutions of logistics management system based 
on J2EE platform, and logistics management system contains customer service 
management,warehouse management,project and equipment management,safeguard 
management,cleaning management,system management The thesis has used the 
software engineering principle method and the technology to the system conducts the 
feasibility study, the demand analysis, the software design, the software realizes and 
the software testing. The system provides a new office enviorement, which will have a 
studying value and application future. Practice shows that the project runs stability, 
and function and performance comply with the reserve requirement.Project 
development and management are widely recognized by school leaders and 
administrative workers. 
Firstly, the thesis takes a brief introduction about J2EE technology, MVC 
framework, Struts and UML; Secondly，it analyzes ,models the system，gives a whole 
design and detailed design, and gives a full test of system and performance estimation; 
Finally, it has a brief summary and prospect of the system design. 
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